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Introduction
Eurowhores getting ass blasted so hard they lose the ability to spell correctly! Fascinating as it may be to
watch them have huge cock crammed in their bungholes... to them it's Fassinating and a bit
uncomfortable!

Adult Review
If your dick has been searching for a fresh anal site chock-full of models that it has never seen before, then this site will be
very Fassinating to your fuckstick! These are gorgeous Eurowhores get lined up and boned through the backdoor - showing
you their darkest emotions as each inch of man meat slides deeper into their asses!
  
  The interface of the site is very simple to use and things are clearly marked so even an internet novice will have no trouble
finding their way around.
  
  Fassinating is stocked with 87 scenes in its archives and it continues to update every week. Each update includes video and
pictures that bring you adorable models you have never seen before in their most vulnerable position with a thick dick
pounding away on their assholes!
  
  The videos can be streamed online or downloaded to your hard drive. Downloads come in either high quality 512x384 or
medium quality 400x300. Unlike some sites that have only short clips of a few minutes in length, Fassinating gives you the
full treatment with scenes that are each 30-45 minutes long.
  
  With so many anal sites on the web today it is difficult for one to stand out from the others but Fassinating manages to do it
by getting their own girls who you wont see on other websites and puncturing their asses in a way that will have your cock
standing up and applauding their efforts. These are hardcore, rough and raw ass fuckers tearing up one young tight butt after
another for your dick's viewing pleasure.
  
  Pictures from this site are crystal clear 1280x856 resolution and are suitable for printing out or collecting on your hard drive.
Every update comes with 100-150 pictures so there is plenty to see. You can also download entire picture sets or one page of
pictures at a time as .zip files. That means lightning quick downloads.
  
  Fassinating offers a 1 day trial subscription for $1.95 or a 30 day monthly membership for $29.95. Best of all, if you sign-up
and remain a member for a couple months they offer a "loyalty bonus." They actually lower your monthly rate by five bucks
a month and let you add two new sites from their network to your portfolio every month that you remain a member.
  
  So, if you stay a member for a few months you quickly get access to 10 or 12 other websites for $24.95 a month instead of
the one site you get for $29.95 to start off with. This may be the last smut site you ever need to join as it grows month to
month with as much excitement as your dick can handle!

Porn Summary
What could be more Fassinating than a pack of ass hungry models you have never seen before allowing strange men to spike
their bungholes with hard cock? This growing network is one you should definitely get to know better, take the tour and see
all they have to offer!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Rare models having their assholes made medium rare by thick man meat!'
Quality: 93  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 88
Support: 80 Unique: 82    Taste: 88        Final: 88
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Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Exclusive, Hardcore, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 1 Days for $1.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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